Beosound Shape is a wall-mounted wireless speaker system for design conscious music lovers – delivering immersive sound staging, a customizable design and integrated noise dampers for improved room acoustics.

Based on a modular tile concept, BeoSound Shape is designed to provide ultimate creative freedom. Each tile serves a function as either speaker, amplifier or acoustic damper and can be pieced together in endless combinations.

Living room, hotel lobby or restaurant - whatever the setting, we will let you define the size, colours and even the sound performance to match.
### SPECIFICATIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Designer</th>
<th>Tile dimensions and maximums</th>
<th>Material</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Øivind Alexander Slaatto | - Tile with fabric and star rail mounting system: 36.4 x 32.0 x 11.1
|                   | - The star rail system makes a 6 mm air gap between cabinet and wall                      | Lightweight composite casing       |
|                   | - Maximum amplifier tiles: 11                                                               | Fabric covers                      |
|                   | - Maximum speaker tiles: 44                                                                 |                                    |
|                   | - Acoustic damper tiles: unlimited                                                         |                                    |

### AMPLIFIER TILE

- **Weight**: 2.0 kg + 0.4 kg (fabric cover)
- **Power amplifiers**: 8 x 80 Watt (Class D)
- **Maximum speakers per amplifier**: 4
- **Cabinet color**: Black
- **Connections**:
  - AC power (note if multiple amplifiers, each requires its own AC power connection)
  - Toslink digital audio input
  - USB (for control and SW update)
  - Power Link input
  - Amplifier input (sound & control input), for daisy chaining of amplifiers
  - Amplifier output (sound & control output), for daisy chaining of amplifiers
  - 4 x speaker 4-wire output

### SPEAKER TILE

- **Weight**: 1.9 kg + 0.4 kg (fabric cover)
- **Cabinet principle**: Closed box
- **Cabinet color**: Black
- **Connections**:
  - 1 x speaker 4-wire input
- **Speaker drivers**:
  - Woofer 5¼"
  - Tweeter ¾"

### ACOUSTIC DAMPER TILE

- **Weight**: 0.51 kg + 0.4 kg (fabric cover)
- **Cabinet color**: Black
- **Note**: Acoustic damper tiles can also be used as empty tiles to hide, for example, cables, power strips, or power adapters. You just need to remove the damping material.

### Connectivity (provided by BeoSound Core)

- **Base diameter**: 151.2 mm
- **Height**: 43.5 mm
- **Weight**: 290 grams
- **USB-C power supply weight**: 150 grams
- **Wi-Fi/WLAN 802.11 a/b/g/n/ac (2.4 GHz & 5 GHz) and Bluetooth 4.1**

### Supported Audio Formats

- MP3, WMA, AAC, ALAC, FLAC, WAV, AIFF
- **Standard sample rates** up to 192 kHz, stereo and up to 24 bit
- **Note**: WMA lossless is not supported

### Streaming technologies

- Chromecast built-in
- Apple AirPlay
- Bluetooth Audio Streaming
- DLNA – DMR
- Spotify Connect
- QPlay 2.0 (China specific)
- **Embedded music services**:
  - Deezer & TuneIn (Internet Radio)

### Connectors

- 1 x USB-C (for power via external power supply)
- 1 x Power Link socket (RJ45) with two channels
- 1 x Line-in (analogue & digital combo) with sensing
- 1 x Ethernet
- 1 x Toslink digital sound out (for connection to the BeoSound Shape)
- 1 x USB (for connection to the BeoSound Shape)
- 1 x Digital Power Link (for future use)

### Remote Control options

- **Bang & Olufsen App**
- **Essence Remote**

BeoSound Core can be paired wirelessly (Bluetooth Low Energy) with the Essence Remote. Up to five Essence Remote controllers can be connected to one system. BeoSound Core and Essence Remote will generally be fully operational when located in a square room of up to 9x9 meters.

### Fabric covers

- Each tile requires a fabric cover.
- **Available colours**:
  - Black
  - Brazilian Clay
  - Infantry Green
  - Parisian Night Blue
  - Purple Heart
  - Wild Dove
  - Grey
  - Brown by Kvadrat
  - Moss Green by Kvadrat
  - Pink by Kvadrat
  - Dark Blue by Kvadrat